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Study of the "minimal social situation" began with Sidowski, Wyckoff,

and Tabory in 1956. The research was an attempt to explain social inter-

action entirely within an operant conditioning framework. ,Sidowski, et al.

defined three essential features of a social situation:

a) Two nr more Ss have at their disposal responses which
result in reinforcing or punishing effects on other Ss.
b) The principal sources of reinforcement or punishment for
any S depend on responses made by other Ss. c) The responses
controlling reinforcement and punishment are subject to
learning through trial and error. (1956, p. 115)

In keeping with this definition, Sidowski placed pairs of college

students in isolated booths and told them to try to make points by pushing

the buttons in front of them. The buttons of each partner controlled the

reinforcement and punishment that the other partner received; however,

subjects were not aware of this interdependency. Sidowski found that

partners did learn to give each other positive reinforcement at a substan-

tial rate.

The development of cooperation in the minimal social situation has

been attributed to subjects' following a "win-stay, lose-change" rule.

This rule suggests that when two subjects are responding in the minimal

social situation, a subject receiving a reward will tend to repeat his

previous response, i.e.,,he will push again the button he. pushed last.

A subject receiving punishment will change responses. If both members of

the team follow this rule, they will lock into a mutually rewarding inter-

change within three trials.

All of the previous minimal social stud:es have used college students

as subjects. Our research attempted to extend the findings with the

minimal social research to children. Mot research with six teams of

second- and third-grade children indicated that they did not learn to

cooperate in the minimal social situation in sessions ranging from 120 to
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300 trials. Therefore, we devised a training procedure to teach children

a win-stay, lose-change rule. Subjects with this history were compared

to those who did not have the training and to those who were given a

verbal summary of the rule.

METHOD

Subjects

liineteen teems of first-, second-, and third-graders served as

subjects. Subjects' ages ranged from 6 years 3 months to 10 years 2

months. In most cases subjects were paired with a partner of his own

grfoie 1LVO1. Five teams were composed of two girls; six were boy-gil

teams; and eight were two-boy teams.

Typical ;nimal Social Conditions

Under typical minimal social conditions, two subjects were placed

in separate rooms in front of a panel (oec Figure 1, top). The panel

had a three-position switch, two counters--to register positive and ne-

gative points, a trial light,and two feedback lights-.-a red and a green

to indicae positive and negative points. Each child was instructed to

push the switch on his box either up or down when the white light on his

panel lit. The response which each subject made was indicated on the

ex2loimonter's control box and when both children had responded, the ex-

perimenter delivered appropriate consequences to each child. If a child's

partner had given him reinforcement, a green light flashed on his box and

a point was added to his positive counter. If the partner had given punish-

ment, a red light flashed and a point was added to his negative counter.

A team was said to have reached criterion level loerformance when they played

14 consccotive mutually rewarding trils. The children could trade in

their points at the end of a session for candy or small toys.

4.
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Rule Training Task

In the rule training task each child worked independently. He/she

was seated in front of a large panel divided into two sections. Each

section looked like the panel used in the minimal social situation (see

Figure 1, bottom). When the small trial light was lit on the left side

of the panel, the subject was to push the button on that side of his panel

either up or down. The experimenter randomly gave the child either posi-

tive or negative points on that section of the panel. On the right section

of the panel, the child was required to exhibit "win-stay, lose-change"

behavior. If he had won on the previous part of the trial, he was required

to make the same response on the right panel that he made on the left to

win again; that is, if he pushed the response switch on the left panel

up and won, he had to push the switch on the right panel 112 to win again.

If he lost on the previous part of the trial, he had to change his response

on the right side of the panel to win. A child was said to have reached

criterion level performance when he performed 12 consecutive trials correctly.

The treatment was designed to teach the subject to use his previous

response and the outcomes from it to discriminate what his next response

should be.

Very al Instrdctions

Thz! task uas the some in the verbal instruction condition as the

typical minimal social situation, eecept that the subjects were verbally

instructed on how to follow the "win - stay, lose-change" rule. The following

instructions were read to each child:

I'll tell you how you can really win a lot of points in

this game. Everyt:ma you win a point, push the button

again the same way you did befen.e. If you lose a point,

pish the button the (;thsr wc.y.
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The child was ;hen asked to repeat the instruction. If he could not

repeat the inst vetion or repeated it incorrectly, it was read to him

again.

RESULTS

Groups Reaching Criterion without Treatment

The results of this study differed considerably from the preliminary

research findin;.s in which we found that none of cix teams reached a

stable exchange of rewards. Ten teams reached the criterion of 14 mutually

rewarding trials without rule training or verbal instructions. Signifi-

cantly more second and third grade teams learned to cooperate without

treatment than did first grade teams (p.(.05). (Chi-square analysis)

There was a great deal of variability among these 10 teams on the

number of trials required to reach criterion level performance (see

Figure 2). One team played a plus-plus combination on the first trial

and continued that pattern for 25 trials with neither partner switching

responses. Another team played 344 trials before they began the run of

mutually rewarding trials to criterion. Figure 2 shows the number o

trials played by each team before they began the run of trials to criterion.

The last column on the graph shows the median number of trials (128.5) to a

criterion run for this group of subjects. Note that the team of ES and SC

is at zero because they began the criterion run on the first trial.

Although it is difficult to choose a representative team, Figure 3

shows the data of a team (KM and YM) who reached criterion in approximately

the median number of trials required by all the teams. The data plotted

6
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is the number of mutually rewarding (or cooperative) trials, per block.:of

10 trials across the pre-criterion run. Note that there is no gradual

learning curve; in most cases a criterion run began fairly abruptly. Frier

to a criterion run the curves for most teams show many sudden increases

and decreases in the number of mutually rewarding trials.

Since learning in the minimal social situation has been attributed

to subjects following a win-stay, lose-change rule, the probability that

subjects followed that rule was computed and examined. For each team

the percentage of rule adherence on the first 20 trials was compared to

the last 20 trials before the criterion run. There was a slight, but not

statistically significant, increase in rule adherence from the first 20

trials to the last. Rule adherence for teams increased from an average

of 56.4 per cent to 60.4 per cent.

Several previous studies have reported that subjects showed an in-

crease in win-stay behavior, but not in lose-change behavior (Kelley,

Thibaut, Radloff, Mundy, 1962; Rabinowitz, Kelley, and Rosenblatt, 1966).

Comparing the percentage of win-stay and lose-change responses per oppor-

tunity in the first 20 trials to the last 20 trials, the teams showed no

significant increase in either win-stay or lose-change behavior. Win-

stay behavior increased from a mean of 52.1 percent to a mean of 55.6 percent.

Lo.e-chahgc ba:lavicr increased from a mean of 53 percent to a mean of 65 percent.

Rule Training_

Of 18 children given the rule training treatment, only one failed to

reach criterion. The mean number of trials required prior to beginning

a criterion run was 78.

7
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Four teams of subjects were given rule training after having failed

to reach criterion in at least 400 trials under typical minimal social

conditions. When subjects -were returned to the typical.minimal social .

conditions, two teams showed rapid improvement and reached criterion almost

immediately. Figure d shows the data for one of these teams. The broken

Tina indicates the point at which rule training was given. The remaining

two teams did not learn to cooperate until they were given verbal instructions.

Three other teams were given the training task prior to being placed

in the minimal social situation. Two of these teams eventually learned

to cooperate, one in 154 trials, the other in 161 trials. However, it is

not certain whether this was due to the training procedure'or whether they

would hive learned withoet any training. The third team required verbal

instructions before learning to cooperate.

Verbal Instructions

Verbal instructions were given to one team after 110 trials in the

typical minimal social situation and to another team after 400 trials.

Both teams almost immediately locked into a mutually rewarding interchange.

Figure 5 shows the data for one of these teams.

As was mentioned previously, two teams that had been given the rule

training precedere failed to learn when returned to the minimal social

situation. One of these teams began the criterion run on the first trial

after being given verbal instructions. The other team did not learn to

cooperate until verbal instructions were given a second time, 90 trials

later. The data from this team is shown in Figure 6.

In analyzing the win-stay, lose-change behavior of the subjects who

received treatment, the moan percentage of rule adherence on the first 20

trials was compared to the rule adherence on the last 20 trials before
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treatment (either the training task or verbal instructions) was given.

Rule adherence increased slightly from 58.8 per cent to 62.1 per cent,

but this difference was not statistically significant.

Reversal Data

The response panels that the subjects used in our study were wired so

that positive (i.e., the switch that gave positive points to the partner)

was in the 112 position on one box and in the down position on the other.

vhen.teamshad reaeled criterion once, the partners switched panels and

the teams were again brought to criterion. Seventeen of the 19 teams

learned to cooperate fairly readily in reversal. Again, there was con-

siderable variability in the number of trials teams made before beginning

the run of trials to criterion. Two teams began the criterion run on the

first trial, while another team required 374 trials. The mean number of

trials to criterion was 60; the median was 37. The two remaining teams

required special treatment before learning to cooperate again. The training

task was repeated with the members of one team; verbal instructions were

repeated to the members of the other team.

Reliability

For 12 out of the 19 teams used in the study a reliability check was

made on at least one entire session's data. Reliability was computed by

dividing the number of agreements between two observers by the total of

d).
the aqrAieeMents and disagreements. Reliability on both the training and1444

the typical minimal social tasks ranged from 98 to 100 per cent.

;Pt

DISCUSSION

From our research it appears that children can learn to cooperate In

the mill:mai social situation. It is not clear why the results differed
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from the pilot research, but it is possible that the children in the pilot

research were not given enough trials. There was also one procedural change:

in the pilot research there was no red light when the child lost a point as

was the case in the present study. A number was registered on his minus

counter when he lost a point, but this may not have been sufficiently

clear feedback.

It is also unclear why there was not more generalization from the rule

training task to the minimal social situation. It is possible that some

children learned the rule, but that when placed in the minimal social

situation their performance was punished. In the typical minimal social

situation consequences are not consistent a child may be punished by his

partner for exhibiting win-stay or lose-change behavior or be reinforced

for win-change or lose-stay behavior.

Looking at the data from subjects who learned to cooperate in the

minimal social situation, the probability of adhering to the rule "win-

stay, lose-chango" was approximately 50 per cent initially and did not

increase significantly in later sessions. It is not clear then that fol=

lcuino the rule win-stay, lose-change is a prerequisite for the development

of a stable cooperative exchange as had been suggested in earlier studies.

The children in our study exhibited many different response strategies

throughout the sessions. Many children showed alternating behavior; others

would play only one response for several hundred trials; still others would

do some combination of responses such as two "up's" and one "down". These

behaviors were probably intermittently reinforced by their partners. Ex-

planations in the literature, which suggest subjects learn a single rule;

i.e., win-stay, lose-change are probably misleading since children evidenced a

variety of "rules" any of which might have been reinforced over the course of

the experiment.
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